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Chapter 7: Liberalism 

 Liberalism is a theory of both government within states and good governance among states 

and peoples worldwide. Unlike realism, which regards the ‘international’ as an anarchic 

realm, liberalism seeks to project values of order, liberty, justice, and toleration into 

international relations. 

 The high-water mark of liberal thinking in international relations was reached in the inter-

war period in the work of idealists, who believed that warfare was an unnecessary and 

outmoded way of settling disputes among states. 

 Domestic and international institutions are required to protect and nurture liberal values. 

 Liberals disagree on fundamental issues such as the causes of war and what kind of 

institutions are required to deliver liberal values in a decentralized, multicultural 

international system. 

 An important cleavage within liberalism, which has become more pronounced in a 

globalized world, is between those operating with an activist conception of liberalism, who 

advocate interventionist foreign policies and stronger international institutions, and those 

who incline towards a pragmatic conception, which places a priority on toleration and non-

intervention. 

 Early liberal thought on international relations took the view that the natural order had been 

corrupted by undemocratic state leaders and outdated policies such as the balance of 

power. 

 Enlightenment liberals believed that a latent cosmopolitan morality could be achieved 

through the exercise of reason and through the creation of constitutional states. In addition, 

they believed that the unfettered movement of people and goods could further facilitate 

more peaceful international relations. 

 Although there are important continuities between Enlightenment liberal thought and 

twentieth century ideas, such as the belief in the power of world public opinion to tame the 

interests of states, liberal idealism during the inter-war period was more programmatic. For 

idealists, persuasion was more important than abstract moral reasoning. 

 Liberal thought at the end of the twentieth century became grounded in social scientific 

theories of state behaviour. Cooperation among rational egoists was possible to achieve if it 

was properly coordinated by regimes and institutions. 

 Liberal internationalism 2.0, which is associated with the post-1945 period, is in crisis. The 

ability of the United States to steer world order is diminishing, rising powers want a greater 

share of decision-making authority, and new security challenges are opening up significant 

divisions among the major powers. 

 If Ikenberry is right and liberal internationalism 2.0 is in decline, it is not clear what is going 

to replace it. If 2.0 collapses, then the world is back to the inter-war period when the League 

of Nations could not live up to its promise. If 2.0 is reinvigorated, then global institutions will 

adapt to the challenge of new emerging powers without losing their distinctively liberal 

character. 

 The assumption that liberalism has indeed triumphed during the post-1945 period is 

vulnerable to the critique that the practices of trade, security, and development have never 
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delivered on their promise of prosperity, peace, and justice. As a result, liberal international 

orders remain conveniently favourable to the most powerful states in the system. 

 Is the future likely to be a return to liberal internationalism 1.0—a period in which there is 

an institutional architecture that is hopelessly out of step with what is happening in world 

politics? Or is liberal internationalism 3.0 a realistic alternative to the rules and institutions 

of the post-1945 period, which seem unable to deliver order and justice for most peoples in 

the world? 

 


